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RANGE INCLUSION FOR MULTILINEAR MAPPINGS: 
APPLICATIONS 

BY 
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ABSTRACT. The result of S. Grabiner [5] on range inclusion is applied 
for establishing the following two theorems: 1. For A, B E L(H), two 
operators on the Hilbert space //, we have DBC0(H) C DAL(H) if and only 
\iDBC\{H) C DAL(H), where DA is the inner derivation which sends S E 
L(H) to AS - SA, C\(H) is the ideal of trace class operators and C0(H) 
is the ideal of finite rank operators. 2. (Due to Fialkow [3]) For A, B E 
L(H), we write T(A, B) for the map on L(H) sending S to AS - SB. Then 
the range of T(A ,B)is the whole L(H) if it includes all finite rank operators 
'mL(H). 

1. The Result. The following two theorems concerning range inclusion for bounded 
linear mappings between Banach spaces were proved by M. Embry [2]. Subsequently 
by B. E. Johnson and J. P. Williams [6]. 

THEOREM A.IfFEL(X,W),GEL(Y,W)and if FX CGY, then there exists a 
positive number M such that \\F' f\\ ^ M\\Gf f\\ for all f E W. (Here,X, Y, and W are 
real or complex Banach spaces, L(X, W) is the space of all bounded linear mappings 
from X into W, W is the dual of W and F':W -> X' is the dual map ofF.) 

THEOREM B. For F E L(X, Y) and G E L(X, W), we have F' Y' Ç G' W if and only 
if there exists M > 0 such that \\Fx\\ ^ M||Gjc||/<9r all x in X. 

S. Grabiner ([5], Lemma 2.1) generalized Theorem A to bounded multilinear 
mappings. Recall that a multilinear mapping F: Xx x X2 x . . . x Xn —> Y (where 
X i , . . . ,X„, F are Banach spaces) is bounded if 

||F|| - sup{||F(x„ .. . ,*„)||: xj E X;, ||^|| < 1} 

is finite. Now we state Grabiner's result as follows. 

THEOREM C. If F is a bounded multilinear map from X] x . . . x X„ into W, if G is 
a bounded multilinear map from Y\ X . . . X Ym into W and if 

F(X, x . . . x XJ C linear span of G(YX x ... x Ym), 

then there exists M > 0 such that ||/o F|| < M\\fo G\\for all fin W. (Note thatfo F 
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is a multilinear functional onXx X . . . x X„). 

This result can be easily deduced from the multilinear version of uniform 
boundedness principle; for details, see [5]. The purpose of the present note is to 
illustrate that applying this theorem can give some rather surprising results. 

2. Application to Inner Derivations. Let H be a (complex) Hilbert space and L(H) 
be the algebra of all (bounded, linear) operators on H. For A E L(H), we write DA for 
the inner derivation on L(H) induced by A: DAX = AX - XA for X E L(H). We will 
write C0(H) for the algebra of all finite rank operators on H. We will also write d (//) 
and C2(H) for the trace class and the Hilbert-Schmidt class respectively. In [4], we 
showed that, for A, B E L(H) where A is a normal operator, then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 

(\)DBCX(H)QDAL(H). 
(2)DBC2(H)CDAC2(H). 
(3) B = f(A) for some Lipschitz continuous function on or (A). (Here cr(A) stands 

for the spectrum of A.) Note that condition (1) is obviously weaker than (2). In the 
present section we show that condition (1) can be replaced by a still weaker one: 

(0) DBC0(H) Ç DAL{H). 
In fact, we have: 

PROPOSITION 1. For A,B E L(H), the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) DBC0(H) Ç DAL{H). 
(b)DBCx{H)QDAL{H). 
(c) there exists M > 0 such that, for all T E CX(H), 

\\DBT\\ < M\\DAT\\X . 

(Here, ||.||i stands for the trace norm.) 

PROOF. That (b) implies (a) is obvious. To show that (c) implies (b), we note that 
L(H) can be regarded as the dual space of CX(H)', (see, e.g. [7], IV.1). In fact, if / is 
a bounded linear functional on CX(H), then there exists a unique S E L(H) such that 
f(T) = tr (ST) for all T in C, (//), where tr(. ) stands for the trace function. Also, C, (//) 
can be regarded as a subspace of the dual of L(H), since the latter is the bidual of 
C\(H). Let G be the restriction of DA to CX(H). Then G is a bounded linear map from 
C\ (H) into itself. Regarding L{H) as the dual of C\ (//), the dual of G can be identified 
with -DA on L(H). Let F: C,(//) -» L{H) be the restriction of DB to C,(#). Then, 
by (c), we have ||F(7)|| < M\\G(T)\\X for T E C,(//). It follows from Theorem B that 
F'(Ci(H)) Ç F'{L(H)') Q G'(L(H)) and hence (b) follows. It remains to show that 
(a) =̂> (c) and we need Theorem C to accomplish this. 

For JC, y in //, we write x 0 y for the rank one operator (or zero) given by 
(x 0 y)z = (z, y)x. Consider the map F: H x H —» L(H) defined by F(x9y) = 
DB(x (x)y)=Bx(x)y-x(x) B*y, where B* is the adjoint of B. Then (a) means 
F(H x H) Ç DAL{H). Obviously F is a bounded real bilinear map. Hence, by Theorem 
C, there exists M > 0 such that ||/« F\\ < M\\fo DA\\ for all/in L(H)'. For T<ECX (//), 
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define fT E L(H)' by putting/7(S) = tr (57). (Thus T-*fT is the canonical embedding 
of C\(H) into L{H)' described in the previous paragraph.) Then, for x,y E //, T E 
Ci(//), we have 

fT o F(x,y) = tr (T(Bx ®y-x® B*y)) = -((DBT)x,y). 

Hence ||/7 o F\\ = \\DaT\\. On the other hand, for S E L(H), T E C,(//), 

fToDA(S) = tr(T(AS - SA)) = tv((DAT)S). 

and hence \\fT o D^|| = p^rHi. Now (c) follows from the inequality ||/ r o F|| ^ M\\fT 

o DA\\. The proof is complete. 

3. Application to the Transform S —» AS — SB. For operators A and B on a Banach 
space X, we write T(A, B) for the operator on L(X) defined by T(A,B)S = AS - SB 
where S E £(X). Fialkow ([3], Theorem 2.1) showed that, in the case thatX is a Hilbert 
space, the range of T(A, B) includes all operators in L(X) if it includes all finite-rank 
operators in l(X). In view of a result due to C. Davis and P. Rosenthal ([1], 
Theorem 5) (stating that, for Hilbert space operators A and B, T(A, B) is surjective if 
and only if cr^A) D va(B) = 0,) Fialkow reduced the proof of his theorem to the 
verification of the following statement: if o^(A) D va(B) =t 0, then there are finite rank 
operators not in the range of T(A, B). (Here, va(B) is the approximate point spectrum 
of B and ud(A) is the approximate defect spectrum of B.) By using Theorem C, we find 
a short proof of this fact in the Banach space setting. 

PROPOSITION 2 for A, B E L(X), ifud(A) H aa(B) ± 0, then T(A, B)L(X) 2 C0(x). 

(Again, CQ(X) stands for the set of all finite rank operators in L(X)). 

PROOF. Assume the contrary that T(A, B)L(X) D C0(X). Define the bilinear map F: 
X x X' —» L(X) by F(x, f) = x (x)/, where x 0 / i s the operator in L(X) sending every 
y EX t o / ( y)x. Then F(X x X') Ç T(A,B)L(X). By Theorem C, there exists M > 
0 such that \\G o F|| < M\\G o T(A,B)\\ for G E L(X)'. For y E X and g E X', we 
define G ^ E L(X)' by putting Gy,g(S) = g(Sy). Then 

||G,., o F|| = sup {\GyJx ®f)\ : \\x\\ < 1, ||/|| < 1} 

= suP{|gw/(y)|:iwi< l.ii/ii < i} = y i w 
Suppose c E CT^(A) D va(B). Then there are sequences {yn} in X and {gn} in X' such 
that || y J = \\gn\\ = 1, \\A'gn - cgn\\ -> 0 and ||£ y„ - c v j -> 0. Let G„ = G w „ . Then 
we have 

1 =\\gA\\yA = \\GnOF\<M\\GnoT{A,B)\\ 

= Msup{|g„((A5-SB)y„) | : | |5 | |< 1} 

= M sup {\(A'g„ - cg„)(Sy„) + g„(S(By„ - cy„))|:||S|| s 1} 

« M\\A'g„ - cg„\\ + M\\By„ - cy„\\. 
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But the last expression tends to zero as n —> o° and thus we have arrived at a con
tradiction. The proof is complete. 
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